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Şerban Agachi (Babeş-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca)
How to convince a university to try to become a research world class university

Radu Mircea Damian (CNFIS and Technical University of Civil Engineering, Bucharest)
Transparency tools or Rankings?

Toader Nicoară (Vice-Rector for International Cooperation, Babeş-Bolyai University, ClujNapoca)
International cooperation at the Babeş-Bolyai University

Gelu Gherghin and Andrei Mărcuş (Babeş-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
Competitiveness at the Babeş-Bolyai University. BBU’s positions in rankings
We will present a brief overview of BBU’s involvement in various national and international
rankings and evaluations, and of the efforts to improve the international standing of our
university.

Carmen Dobocan (National Alliance of Student Organizations in Romania)
Ranking effect on students and their involvement in academic life and quality assurance
In the context of 10 years of Bologna Process implemented across countries, students have
gained the status of equal partener in education. Their rights and needs emerged from the fact that
quality assurance is still one of the main theme of discussion in EHEA. And it should remain the
same.
It is wrong to think that rankings could help students in taking decisions regarding their future and
to believe that it could increase the transparency for stakeholders. Students need independent and
echitable acces to information, as they are not an homogeneous group and their prefecences differ
from one to another.
Our concentration on this conference will focus more on students’ position in the academic life,
direct implications in the educational system and other forms that come in conflict with ranking.
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Daniel David (Babeş-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
"Dodo Bird Verdict" vs. Rankings in Higher Education: Who Stands for Competitiveness?
In Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (1865, by Lewis Carroll) some characters become wet at a
certain moment of the story. In order to get them dried, the "Dodo Bird" decided to start a
competition. More precisely, everyone had to run around a lake until they got dried. Nobody cared
or wanted to measure how far, how long, or in what direction each character had run. Finally, when
the competitors asked the "Dodo Bird" who had won, he/she thoughtfully decided that:
"Everybody has won and all must have prizes". This verdict seems to be embraced by many actors
in the higher education system when the problem of ranking is discussed. However, from a policy
of science point of view this verdict suggests a tendency to avoid competition and differentiation of
any type and a promotion of the idea that all are good at something! We will discuss critically the
ranking systems in the higher education area in the framework of “Dodo Bird”, with an eye to
competitiveness in a knowledge-focused higher education system.

Răzvan V. Florian (Ad Astra association of Romanian scientists)
University rankings, dissected
How are indicators used in global university rankings chosen? How can they be improved?
What web 2.0 means for university rankings? What should universities do in order to improve their
position in university rankings? Who is interested on university rankings in Romania and why?
What is the current status of the Ad Astra ranking of Romanian universities? All these questions
will be tools for a "dissection" of university rankings.

Alina Andreica and Carmen Ciplea (Babeş-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca)
Academic competitiveness and web site rankings
Academic competitiveness imposes the implementation of efficient IT strategies for educational,
research and administrative management. The paper addresses issues regarding proficient IT
strategies for academic management, together with systematic criteria for developing competitive
academic web sites, based on web site analysis principles and ranking criteria. We discuss academic
the web ranking of Romanian academic institutions, taking into account the webometrics hierarchy
- www.webometrics.info - and means of improving web site ranking, focusing on the case study of
Babes-Bolyai University.
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Jerzy Lis (AGH University of Science and Technology, Kraków, Poland)
International cooperation in engineering education from AGH UST perspectives
The AGH University of Science and Technology is an example of the university that combines
tradition with modernity and today market needs. As the result of discussion of the success in
engineering education, it has been concluded that the efficiency of achieving the success in the
market depends, to wide extent, is based on the required knowledge and engineer’s skills, moreover
the correct use of the connection between university and industry both on local and international
level. The paper contains some points on selected approaches supported modern international
cooperation in engineering education activities. Author have been concluding that in time of
globalization of labor market the education of engineers needs internationalization that will be
creating and building new possibilities in technical education.

Andrei Mărcuş (Babeş-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
On the mathematics of ranking universities and scientific products
This is an introductory survey of some mathematical aspects of ranking. We discuss two main
topics: aggregating indicators and Arrow's imposibility theorem, and Google's PageRank and some
of its derivatives based on citation analysis.

Nicolae Marina (Research Department, Babeş-Bolyai University)
The evolution of BBU in the CNCSIS annual reports
We discuss the research performance of BBU for the period between 2003 and 2008, as it is
presented by CNCSIS in the Annual Reports. We identify the references and the information on the
scientific research in BBU and we analyse criterion by criterion the evolution during the above. We
calculate BBU’s position in different classifications that have contributed to the annual evaluation
of research activity in Romania. We also point out the possibilities to increase the quality of
research and the reputation of our University.

Cristina Nistor (Babeş-Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
Media and University Rankings
Media audience has always been fascinated by different kind of rankings (political rankings,
sport rankings and so on). Therefore, university rankings generate massive media coverage, too.
But, on the other hand, aren’t media themselves, through intensive or poor coverage, generating
their own university rankings?
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Tamás Mészáros (Corvinus University, Budapest, Hungary)
Ranking of universities in Hungary. One possible method and its critical analysis
The popularization of the higher education (according to international experience updates 40 to 60% of
the relevant age groups maybe accepted to any given academic institutes) has enhanced and stregthened its
role in the national economy.
It plays an outstanding role in „employment”, or better to say in the „replacement” of employment;
there are about 400 thousand students enrolled in the higher education, that is more than 10% of the legally
employed in Hungary. With an additional 38 thousand professors and other employees, the effective headcount is close or beyond the labor force of the largest Hungarian enterprises, like the Hungarian State
Railwasy, or the Hungarian Post.
Varying from country to country, governments are spending 1 to 3% of the GDP on higher education,
which isn’t up to the full financing. (the government support is close to 1% GDP in Hungary, however there
are also substantial ammounts coming from the so called self-earnings). Higher education has distinctive
role in R&D, as well in innovation (according to estimates about 60% of basic researches are performed
within the universities in Hungary). Accordingly, the higher education has become a kind of industry sector
highlighted with features as e.g. competition, quality, effectivity. Indeed – like other industrial sectors – all
those reached beyond boundaries: competition, quality, effectivity factors are internationally measurable and
appreciable. As to be expected, the comparison rankings of the universities were soon published.
The functions of those rankings to help effective decision making in demand and supply: see
(Török[2006]:) supply side (university) the competition is for the resources (financial, top-lecturers, etc.), on
demand side or the students, i.e. for the `employers’. Several rankings are known in the international
practice – although having some mutual target-oriented features – much different in methodics, including
dataprocessing. Furthermore, there are important differences to be detected, depending on the emphasis on
research or education targets. We know university rankings (Chiao Tung University, The Times Higher
Education Supplement ranking); faculty rankings (Business Week ranking on American Business Schools);
and on program rankings (Financial Times Management master programmes, MBA programmes).
The present lecture aims to introduce the Hungarian situation in more details: picking the most
comprehensive and most popular ranking method from among those various approaches for the benefit of
the esteemed audience. The rankings for branches, faculties, universities and highschools are prepared by
the Educatio Ltd. and the National Higher Education Information Centre based on the following
datagroups:
Data collected from institutional data-service (mostly related to academic qualifications of the lecturers,
qualified lecturers vs.student ratio).
Data from the National Scientific Student Council (results of the scientific contests).
Questinnaires filled by representative groups (oppinions about institutions, higher education services,
employment perspectives, etc).
Labor market researches (analysis of advertisements, questioning employers)
Furthermore, the presentation includes the critical evaluation of the ranking method.
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Magdolna Orosz (Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary)
Difficulties and Possibilities of University Rankings in Hungary
In the last years, the importance of university rankings has been enormously arising: due to the
restructuring of university education in Europe or even worldwide, to the growing importance of high
quality degrees on the job market or even to the funding of higher education and its institutions, a lot of
quality assessment methods are available and different rankings are known worldwide. In Hungary,
university rankings are made by several institutions, not only by academic ones but also by periodicals
which use, in some respect, similar criteria, but they may often obtain different results. The paper aims to
give a short survey about the experience with international and national rankings in Hungary with special
respect to some methodological questions and their consequences for university policy makers.

Isabel Roessler (CHE Centre for Higher Education Development, Gütersloh, Germany)
The multi-dimensional way of Ranking – CHE UniversityRanking
The CHE UniversityRanking, first published 1998, is the most comprehensive and detailed ranking of
German and German speaking higher education institutions. It includes 35 subjects and therefore serves
more than three-quarters of all first-year higher education students. In addition to facts about study
programmes, teaching, equipment, and research, the ranking also includes the assessments of 250,000
students on the study conditions at their HEI as well as an evaluation of the reputation of the departments
by professors of the individual subjects.
The CHE UniversityRanking is drawn up on the basis of methodical standards that distinguish this
ranking from other German or English rankings in four key areas:
1. It is strictly subject-related. There is no comparison of entire HEIs on a level that goes beyond the
subjects. This is based on the belief that there is no such thing as "the best HEI". HEIs have individual
profiles with strengths and weaknesses in different subjects
2. It is multi-dimensional. This means that, for a given subject, no overall value is derived from weighted
individual indicators. HEIs have very individual strengths and weaknesses even within a subject (such as
course offerings, tutoring and equipment). In addition, there is no empirical or theoretical basis on which to
give weighting to individual indicators. We have to assume that the preferences that lead the target group of
first-year students to make decisions are heterogeneous. A pre-determined weighting of indicators would
contradict this.
3. It gives a picture of HEIs from different perspectives. In addition to facts about departments and study
programmes, the views of lecturers and students are also taken into account when drawing up the ranking.
This forms a more differentiated picture than that which exists in rankings that are based only on one
particular group (such as students or staff managers) and therefore allows for contrasts to be made between
subjective assessments and objective indicators.
4. They do not give HEIs an individual ranking position but rather assign HEIs to three ranking groups,
namely top group, middle group and end group. This is in order to avoid the misinterpretation of minor
differences in the nominal value indicator as differences in performance and quality.
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Tiberiu Rusu and Lia Chiorean (Technical University, Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
Aspects regarding the implementing of the concept of sustainable development in the educational
management
The concept of Sustainable Development should be analyzed from multiple perspectives, out of
which the human resources training is defined as the central aspect, and its lacking involves the
implementing of the above mentioned concept in an unsuccessful way. Implementing the concept
of Sustainable Development initially engages changes of perspective for the business environment,
secondly the development of legislation with facilities for the economic agents who want to be
involved in this concept’s implementation, and thirdly the assuring of the labor force able to
implement the concept. Higher education, and mostly the technical field, has a large experience in
the training of the human resources to implement this concept, guiding specialists to be able to find
the best solutions for the optimal use of the local, material and human resources, under the purpose
of increasing the living standard and the environment protection.

Monica Zaharie (Babeş-Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca, Romania)
Students’ feedback - can higher education quality management systems put it to good use?
Along with the educational expansion and the increasing demand regarding quality
accountability in higher education institutions, a greater emphasis is put on students’ feedback. The
present paper offers a comparison of the results obtained on three different students’ satisfaction
surveys conducted within Babes-Bolyai University: a paper and pencil survey, an online survey and
the European student Barometer 2009. By analysing the satisfaction level in two consecutive years,
it focuses upon the outcomes obtained through the implementation of students’ satisfaction survey
as a quality management technique. The surveys instruments measured three dimensions (the
teaching and learning activities, the institutional material base, and the support services) and were
filled in by a total of 2238 national students. For all the aspects evaluated, there is a gap between
satisfaction and importance: students rate higher the importance they attach to each of the
dimensions compared to their satisfaction level with these dimensions. Although the scientific
literature often points out the weaknesses of student satisfaction surveys, such techniques prove to
be extremely useful for educational institutions to gather feedback from their students.
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